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1. Sallie Abelow 

 

Will the project qualify for a full or partial exemption from municipal and/or school taxes? If so for how 

long?  

 

 

 

 

2. Kristy Apostolides 

 

I’m sure you’ve heard the concerns about the blanket increase in housing density, so I will only mention 

my concern about it within the context of the fact that a high density development sold as a walkable 

community seated at the center of a state park doesn’t reflect reality. While there is some truth the the fact 

that people are not buying McMansions anymore, even with a 67% increase in units, the population of the 

area is not enough to attract a grocery store, so a truly walkable community is not possible.  

 

Secondly, my reading over the redlined permit application and short form EIS raises a number of 

concerns.  Related just  seems to be crossing out references to local laws pertaining to previous drafts of 

the special permit. These should be reviewed carefully. Additionally, the short form EIS is filled out 

incorrectly. Most of the responses lead me to believe Related is callously expecting a negative 

declaration, since every answer to every question is essentially “that’s been studied in previous 

submissions”. Obviously, the impacts of increased density development, and an additional 800 units 

requires further study. Everything from water use and disposal, to traffic patterns, to runoff, to the affects 

on wildlife will change. I will remind you that site plans require details such as which specific trees are 

being removed and how the landscaping will be replaced, down to the species. If the objective is to get 

this development moving quickly it is imperative that guidelines are worked out and adhered to in the 

special permit phase, so that when site plans come to the planning board, the rules are clear. Much of this 

has been done, but not in the context of increased density development. 

 

Finally, I implore to you explore a legal argument that was not ripe when we were discussing the 

placement of the casino: a cap on the total number of units or square footage allowed in the town. When 

the lands in the northern part of town were put under an easement, a certain amount of development rights 

were transferred to the lands now slated for occupation by Related. I believe this was maxed out with the 

1150 initially approved units. It is possible, although I’m not entirely aware of all the details, that 

allowing Related to add 800 units and additional commercial space would preclude the rest of the town 

from the possibility of development. If this is true, the question is: would you sacrifice potential 

development in other areas of town so that Related can build things it’s familiar with, i.e. high density 

apartments? 

 

Thanks for taking the time to consider comments from the community and I greatly appreciate you 

broadcasting the meetings via WebEx. 

 

 

 

 

3. Greg Beard, Village Resident 

 

- Does Related have any agreement to sell the development to a third party?  Has Related granted or 

considering exclusivity to any potential buyer of the development?  Are either expected? 
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- Given the approvals that currently exist on the development were agreed 4 years ago, why is Related 

asking for changes to the agreement today?   

 

- Will Related activate the sewer plant now before any further changes to the permit are negotiated? 

 

- How can you convince the Town Council that the requested changes to the project size aren’t being 

requested to make the property more attractive to another developer that wants higher density? 

 

Questions for the Town Representatives: 

- Given that you are negotiating with a group that exists to develop massive projects, how can your 

constituents become comfortable that you have been properly advised?  Will you engage a professional 

negotiator and advisor that has experience in reaching terms with Related? 

 

-  What is the proper pacing of reaching approval for any changes? 

 

- Given that Rt 17 is now half the size from when the permit was approved 4 years ago, shouldn’t the of 

the development also shrink?   

 

 

 

 

4. Jennifer Darling  

 

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the most recent request by RELATED to amend the 

Special Permit.   

  

Before I continue, I want to be clear that I am not anti-development. I understand all too well that Tuxedo 

is mostly state land and that there are only so many ways to raise revenue without raising resident taxes. 

That being said, it is important that the developer and builder intend to be good neighbors and fully 

integrate themselves in our small community. Every time we grant additional density in any way on that 

development, we inadvertently increase the value of the property to RELATED and we create future 

voting blocks which can be used to disproportionally shift the make-up of the Town Board one day in the 

not-so-distant future.   

  

By way of background, I grew up in North Tuxedo so I remember when the initial permit was issued. 

Now, more than 30 years later I am living in Tuxedo Park and I am alarmed that not one unit has been 

built. I am even more concerned that RELATED has asked for several modifications without having a 

builder in place. The idea that they are asking for modification without a builder is not acceptable to me. 

Moreover, they continue to ask for an increase in the total number of units and total number of bedrooms 

without having built a single unit. I am strongly opposed to any modification that potentially would 

result in more units and a higher density before we see at least the first phases built and sold. Right 

now, the additional units add value only to RELATED and not any current value to the Town of Tuxedo.   

  

I also strongly oppose any addition of affordable housing units. The initial project was approved under 

certain conditions, had there been more affordable housing in the original application it would not have 

been approved. The inclusion of affordable housing gives the developer perks but does not provide the 

Town of Tuxedo with any perks.   Again, this makes the project tax deductible to the developer and 

builder and more salable to RELATED but not to the Town of Tuxedo. I do not oppose affordable 

housing but the existing units should be built first and then we can discuss another phase.   
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I understand that RELATED has not met some of their obligations under the current permit. Specifically, 

they owe TUFSD $1,000,000 which they have not yet paid and I understand that they have not yet 

activated the sewer plant. The fact that we would consider a modification to the Special Permit when 

the Developer has not met its obligations (i.e. the developer is in default) under the current permit 

is not acceptable. As a general rule, we should not be considering any modification if the Developer is 

not current on the current permit.   

  

The original permit does not have an expiration date. I think this was a huge mistake, any modification of 

the permit should include benchmarks and if one or more are not met than the permit is revoked 

(automatically).   

  

I would also like to see us negotiate a right of first refusal on any option to sell the land as part of any 

concession we make to the special permit. This way, it at least provides the town with some ability to try 

to raise the money (through a bond or privately) to buy back the land. It should not matter to RELATED 

If they sell it back to Tuxedo or if they sell it to a third party but it gives Tuxedo the option of removing a 

Special Permit without an end date from circulation. It also allows the Town of Tuxedo to develop the 

land in smaller increments over time.   

  

Finally, we should be hiring a specialist, be it a law firm or other consultant that can provide advice and 

help us negotiate against RELATED. Someone that understands what RELATED wants, why they are 

asking for it and what the ramifications are for a small town such as ours. It is not that I do not respect the 

tremendous job the Town Board and Supervisor have been doing, but we do not know what we do not 

know and the third-party non-resident expertise would be value added and assist us in moving forward in 

a way that will benefit our community.   

  

I realize that this Board and Supervisor did not issue the original permit and that today's socio-economic 

climate is not the same as the one in the 1990’s. Please know that my e-mail is in no way directed to any 

one personally, you all inherited this situation and are now only trying to find the best bath forward for 

the Town of Tuxedo. To that end, when the Town decides what they want from this process, I would be 

more than willing to help in any way I can, as I am sure would many of our neighbors. However, before 

we can help, we need to have a clear understanding about what the Town wants and then we can all work 

together to try to make that a reality.  

  

 

 

 

5. Evelyn E. David 

  

1. Where is the picture and detailed description of the of this new proposed plan? 

Who is your contractor and what is their contact information? 

  

2. Where is the new traffic study considering the increased number in population and changes to the 

traffic pattern in Sloatsburg with the narrowing of Route 17 and the new traffic light in Sloatsburg?  Have 

your tried to drive to Tuxedo on a Friday afternoon? 

  

3. Where is the new environmental impact study based on all the climate changes since the first approved 

plan and based on the increased population projections? What will the impact be on the wetlands? 

  

4. What are the implications for our volunteer fire company with the increase in population? 

  

5. What are the implications for our police department based on the increase in population? 
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6. Have you done a new groundwater study to determine if there is enough water for the increase in 

numbers of people? Do you have a plan? Where is it? 

  

7. Are these buildings sustainable architecture using solar, natural gas and geo thermal? 

  

8. Why are you starting Phase II before you finish Phase I? 

 

 

 

 

6. Irene Denaro 

 

I would like Related to use the “School Site” in their plans for Hospitality and not for multi-family 

housing and not for another school.  

 

My question is what type of hospitality would they consider putting in that site?  And will that site be 

accessible to all residents of the Town of Tuxedo? 

 

I would like to know why Andrew Dance was so adamant about closing the school.  The reason he gave 

never made sense. Once the school population grew so would the school programs and activities. His 

demand the school close caused friction among residents and was a terrible idea for any town. 

 

 

 

 

7. Chris Dollbaum 

 

As a lifelong resident of Tuxedo, I couldn't be more excited about the prospect of Tuxedo Farms project 

getting started.  After seeing their presentation, I am confident their plans are exactly what is needed to 

revitalize our town and school district. 

 

I applaud the town board with their progress in working with Related to move past a 30 year stalemate 

and move this project forward. 

 

 

 

 

8. Douglas R Ewing 

 

I do not in any way support the request by Tuxedo Farms to amend the Special Permit. I consider any 

increase in the number or density of units to be completely unacceptable. Thank you for your 

consideration in this matter.  

 

 

 

 

9. Kathy Goldman  

 

I hope this finds you well.  
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I am a 26 year resident of Sloatsburg. I’d like to weigh in on the Tuxedo Farms project. While I prefer 

that it never happens and the project is abandoned altogether giving way to mother nature’s handiwork of 

reverting back to virgin forests, and eventually annexed to Sterling Forest State Park, I acknowledge that 

Tuxedo is trying to populate the schools and gain rateables. I’ve hiked those lands that are now scarred 

and have seen a beautiful wildlife like black bear. There was such gorgeous topography and wetlands. 

One can see that scarred land from Torne Mountain in Harriman St. Pk. Perhaps a hiking trail system 

throughout Tuxedo Farms would’ve provided revenues to local businesses without all the costs of 

services that you would incur from a housing development. The all-volunteer trail maintainers of the New 

York New Jersey Trail Conference could have created a beautiful trail system there at no or low cost.  

 

But back to the immediately reality— 

I read an Oct. 7, 2021 letter to Mayor McFadden from Town Councilmember Jay Reichgott. Here are my 

comments: 

 

There is no mention of the active adult housing in his letter. I had heard about an intent to have active 

adult housing from a Tuxedo resident. We would need clarification on that (does the 2,000 units include 

active adult housing?). An increase in population would impact fire and ambulance service - more costs to 

Tuxedo residents. Sloatsburg Ambulance  Corps is now defunct so it can’t backup Tuxedo Ambulance. 

You’d have to rely on Town of Ramapo ambulances but that could be a long wait depending on Rt. 17 

traffic.  

 

Where are the ingress/egress locations aside from Rt. 17? What will be the water source? Traffic has been 

increasing along the Rt. 17 corridor for years. The Renaissance Faire continues to impact traffic for a few 

weeks in late Summer. Then it’s apple picking and leaf peeping season as people head up to Warwick and 

areas upstate.  I hope we don’t have to reconsider a Thruway Exit 15B.  

 

 

 

 

10. Therese Haussner, MS, PA-C 

 

As a Mom, living on Circle Drive in Tuxedo, I couldn’t be more excited about the Tuxedo Farms Project. 

It has the potential to fill the school and give this town an opportunity for positive growth.  

 

Thanks for all you do to keep Tuxedo great.  

 

 

 

 

11. James Hays 

 

Many in our community are eager to have the building of houses in Tuxedo Farms begin. It is 

gratifying therefore that Related once again wishes to restart negotiations with the Tuxedo Town Board. 

The question that remains unanswered, however, is why, since the original permit to build was granted in 

2004, has no construction of housing units occurred? Related has never proposed to build the housing 

units, rather they have attempted to attract builders who would purchase land from Related and construct 

dwellings, then sell the housing units to families. Why have builders found Tuxedo Farms unattractive? 
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We were told a few years ago that if the Town Board relaxed some restrictions on building materials, 

builders would build. They didn’t so what is the real reason? Is it the cost of the land and/or other factors 

e.g. the financial burden placed on home buyers to cover the costs of financing the sewage treatment plant 

that Related promised to build at their own expense years ago? Will the changes now proposed to the 

Special Permit make the project more attractive to builders and home buyers? If not then this iteration of 

Special Permit changes will be just another in what is already a far too long series of such changes. If 

builders won’t build then discussing changes to the Special Permit becomes irrelevant.  

Related should be asked to demonstrate how the changes to the Special Permit they are requesting 

make Tuxedo Farms more attractive to builders. The Town Board should also determine why the builders 

Related attempted to attract in the past found Tuxedo Farms unattractive. Once this is known then, 

appropriate changes can be made to the Special Permit so that builders will be attracted to Tuxedo Farms 

and construction can begin. 

 

 

 

12. Gary Lee Heavner 

 

1. What does "PIPC PARCEL" mean on the map? 

 

2. Can you provide a better map that includes more natural and manmade features and details just outside 

the development map already provided. (e.g., roads, state park land, lakes, streams, neighboring lots, 

powerlines, town land, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

13. Steve Hellman 

 

Please register my opposition to the request to grant Related additional units in Tuxedo Farms.  This 

change would represent a completely unjustified expansion of the development when all associated 

infrastructure is already creaking under strain and certain infrastructure (such as roads) would create 

undue imposition on current residents of the community that had a right to rely on the limited nature of 

developable land at the time we purchased our properties. 

 

Undoubtedly the developer will tell you that the project is not economical without the further 

density.  This is simply not true.  The translation of that complaint is that the developer cannot make 

unreasonable profits on the development, but that is entirely because the developer bought the land a long 

time ago, sunk a bunch of money into the development, and then did nothing over the years and years that 

he has had all permits necessary to commence and complete construction, among other things leaving an 

absolute eyesore in the forest that many of us can no longer enjoy as a result.  It was the developer’s 

choice to sit on the land and do nothing for over a decade; and it is not the community’s responsibility to 

overcompensate him for that inactivity and lack of attention to this project.  If the land was developable 

with the current 1100+ units, as a real estate developer myself I can assure you that it still is.  It may not 
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deliver him the return he hoped for with the passage of time and all of his frozen capital, but it is 

absolutely not the responsibility of our community to incur significant additional burden from 

overbuilding in order to compensate him for his poor project execution.  On the contrary, every time you 

reward the developer with unjustified concessions, he understands that he can continue to sit on the 

project and do nothing because you will continue to bail him out. 

 

Rather than granting additional rights to the developer, I would strongly encourage the board to put a long 

stop date on his existing permits to send the clear message that he should develop the land as agreed or 

step away 

 

 

 

 

14. Sue Heywood  [ Tuxedo resident] 

 

I have many concerns over the newly proposed plans for the Tuxedo Farms Development 

1 The increase in number of units and the proposed decrease in size of each unit will change the 

demographics. More town houses instead of single family homes will not bring in families with high 

school age children. 

2 What exactly is this 'walkability' that seems so desirable? 

3 Will there be any assurance that is legally binding that will prevent Related from selling to a developer 

such as the Watchtower, where tax revenues for the town will not be forthcoming? Will each unit be 

available for sale to individual families or will they only be rentals? 

4 How many units will be for seniors over 55? 

5 Our roads are already congested. These added numbers will become a traffic nightmare. 

6 I agree with the Village of Tuxedo Mayor's concerns 100%. This has to be examined much more closely 

before commitment is made. 

 

 

 

 

15. Katharine Hsu MD PhD 

 

I am writing to register my strong opposition to the Request for Amendment  to the Tuxedo Farms 

Special Permit. 

I am a 15-year resident of Tuxedo Park, and as such, I have witnessed the evolution of the Tuxedo Farms 

project. I am dismayed, although not surprised, to learn of this latest amendment, which proposes to 

nearly double the number of units and to increase the density of development to provide for a more 

“walkable environment”.   

 

1. There is no change in environment or state/federal/local policy that is necessitating these changes; 

therefore, on principle, there is no reason to approve such an amendment.  

2. With the recent changes on Route 17, the vehicular traffic in the area next to the proposed 

development is already problematic, with congestion extending from Sloatsburg to beyond 

Jessie’s Bagels all the way to the Tuxedo Apartment complex. The proposed change to add units 

will only contribute to the density of traffic, severely compromising quality of life for the entire 

Tuxedo community. 

3. The developers have made no argument why they are requesting a higher unit, denser, more 

populated development, other than to “Reduce financial hardships in order to make advancing the 

project financially feasible.” It is not the responsibility of the Tuxedo community to  reduce the 

financial hardship on the developers. It is the responsibility of the developer to develop their 
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project within the parameters of the AGREED permit. It should be noted that the existing permit 

was agreed upon by the developers with tremendous historic concessions by the community.   

4. Even if it is true that a more walkable environment and “missing middle” homes are more 

desirable to current homebuyers, there is still  NO justification for the addition of units. The 

developers can reconfigure the EXISTING number of units to create the walkable environment 

and the missing middle homes.  

 

I am disturbed by this egregious attempt by the developer to extract more concessions from a community 

with a strained infrastructure and one that has already made generous concessions.  

 

I strongly urge the Tuxedo Town Board to REJECT this offensive amendment. 

 

 

 

 

16. Kim Kilgore 

 

I would like to know if issues related to the number of first responders (fire fighters, police, EMT) that 

would be needed for this new community and the new proposal have been addressed.  Are the numbers 

we have in place adequate? 

If not will more first responders need to be hired? Will additional fire trucks and police cars need to be 

purchased? Will a new fire station be required?  

 

 

 

 

17. Jack and Kim Kilgore 

 

What exactly does increasing density of units actually mean?  Is this more units than they initially applied 

for? 

Why would we allow that? 

If that is the case we are firmly against this. 

 

 

 

 

18. Maureen Love  

 

Since one of the great concerns for citizens of The Town of Tuxedo is that a large swath of developed 

land might then be sold to a religious group and removed from the tax roles, I would like to know if the 

Supervisor and Town Board are aware of the steps that the Town of Ramapo and The Watchtower 

organization went through to arrive at the deal in Sloatsburg. 

 

And, working backward even further, do we know how the Town of Ramapo gave the permit to the 

original owners of the Woodgrove development?  Were they taken by surprise that the land and buildings 

were going to be tax-free?   

 

If we don't know these steps, how can we avoid the same pitfalls? 
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19. Victoria Love 

 

I just wanted to let you know my opinion about the Tuxedo Farms development since there is a meeting 

coming up. I believe they are trying to add 800 additional units to the development. While this would be a 

boon to the economy there is no infrastructure here to support that.  

 

With Sloatsburg turning Route 17 into a parking lot how in the world is this area going to be able to 

handle the 1200 units yet alone an additional 800. It is pure greed.  

 

Yes we need the new sewage treatment plant, that is part of the original plan. The housing market for this 

area has skyrocketed because of the pandemic hence why they want to start up again, however this will 

destroy the wildlife of our area. We are going to look like the monster apartment houses next to Auntie 

Els or worse the stripped bare hills in Monroe. 

 

Another thing to consider is that if they have a community center it should be made available for all 

residents of Tuxedo. One of the polarising problems in Tuxedo is that each neighbourhood has its benefits 

that separate the community. The wee Wah only being open to the hamlet and park makes people 

unhappy. Why not use this development to unite the community by having them create a community 

center that is open to all of Tuxedo. The woodlands created Murphy Field for the entire community let the 

Tuxedo Farms create a community center with an indoor pool for everyone. 

 

If it is determined that they are given permission to add the additional 800 units they need to do a lot more 

for Tuxedo, a new fire engine, new ambulance, money for the library, shuttle bus to the train station, 

money for a new wing in the high school, and protect the baseball field up by the high school. If there are 

going to be all these new residents the school needs athletic fields.  

 

They are capitalizing on the swing in real estate with everyone leaving the city. They want to build. Don’t 

give away our way of life. I moved back here from the city for the quite, nature filled beauty of Tuxedo. 

They need to respect that. No to 800 more units. 

 

Thank you for reading my opinion. 

 

 

 

 

20. Rev Sandra J McGrady  

 

Question is addressed to the proposed increase of number of homes....how will this impact the 

environment and the usage of water? 

 

 

 

 

21.  Jacob Matthews 

 

My name is Jacob Matthews and I am a resident homeowner in Tuxedo Park.  I am a lifelong Tuxedo 

Park Resident, I attended George Grant Mason Elementary School as well as George F. Baker High 

School. I was raised in Tuxedo / Tuxedo Park and came back here to raise my young family.  In addition 

to being a resident local homeowner, I also have a young son (Age 6, 1st grade) in the local public school 

George Grant Mason Elementary.  I am also a local Realtor here in Tuxedo / Tuxedo Park and the Lower 

Hudson Valley for the past 6 years.   Consequently, I have a deep interest in helping to foster a bright and 
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positive future for Tuxedo.  My family roots here go back to the late 1960's and will likely continue well 

into the future, and therefore I only want the best for Tuxedo. 

 

I believe more residential and commercial development in our Town is healthy for a number of reasons, 

in particular for tax base, for support of the public school and the vitality of the hamlet and small 

business. New development must be done right both from a civic planning /  zoning, engineering and 

environmental perspective as well as from an aesthetic and architectural perspective.   

 

At the 9/27/21 meeting it was put forth by Related and their representatives that Related wants The Farms 

to be another feather in their cap of their project history. It would be a great thing if Related can hold this 

project as one of their best ever and to that end, the Town of Tuxedo should work closely to make sure 

that the plan is done to highest standards possible - honoring Tuxedo's rich natural, civic and architectural 

history.  There may be opportunities for green building and other innovative initiatives in the project that 

both Related and the Town of Tuxedo can mark as a feathers in their caps now and into the future. 

 

I am requesting that the following specific questions and statements or viewpoints be put in front of 

Related and the Town Board for review and consideration prior to and at the Town Board Meeting on 

Wednesday 10/13.  I attended the first meeting on 9/27 however, I am uncertain if I can be there in person 

on 10/13.   

 

My questions and statements regarding Tuxedo Farms / Related Cos. proposal are: 

 

 

1. "Special District" request - "hospitality".  I believe hospitality/special district at the school site (or 

elsewhere) needs to be further defined (or drawn with excluded uses) before any approval is given. In the 

initial presentation at town hall on 9/27/21 there was information presented that the school property in the 

"Farms" would be used as a "Special District" for hospitality.  In this regard:  The Town MUST be 

absolutely CERTAIN, from a zoning, permitting and agreement perspective that NO GAMING or 

CASINO use, and no special permits for gaming or casinos can ever be part of this Special District nor 

any part of the entire development at any point, nor by any waivers.   The "special district" hospitality 

must have further definition and must specifically exclude any casino or gaming. 

 

Tuxedo residents fought hard to avoid having a casino in our town.  My recollection is the state may issue 

more new gaming licenses at some point in the future.  We must not let a "special district" or any part of 

the development by Related or any other developer, be a loophole for a potential future casino location.  It 

should also not be a "big box" store complex. 

 

2. What is "Amenity" uses? 

 

3. It's my view that the school (TUFSD) should get new game fields / sports complex and improvements 

to the existing facilities, fully funded and built to high standards by developer.  If not built out by 

developer, previously dedicated school space within the farms should be dedicated Open Space / parkland 

or nature preserve, if appropriate. 

 

4. What will be the connectivity to the hamlet? 

    a. There should be defined walking, cycling and jitney connectivity to the hamlet of Tuxedo, bus, train, 

school. 

    b. The farms should not be a "community apart" from the Hamlet. Connectivity via walking paths, 

roadways and cycling should be well defined, engineered and confirmed prior to any approvals.  Design 

perspective should be reflective of Tuxedo's rich architectural history which is known around the world. 
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5. Sound and lighting ordinances should be in place for any approvals on any special district for 

"hospitality".   Hospitality should have room limits, building height limits. 

 

6. Current school George Grant Mason & George F. Baker High should be upgraded from buildings and 

grounds perspective, infrastructure / landscape / technology and infrastructure in buildings. 

 

7. What is "UD"? 

 

8. Is the sewer / water plant capable of the increased bedroom counts? 

 

9. Are there any requirements for green building certifications within the special permit approvals?  If 

there are no requirements for green building certifications would the developer be willing to meet any 

green building certifications such as LEED or otherwise in all or portions of the development. 

 

10.  As part of a relook at the special permit is the town negotiating for any new or additional recreation 

improvements for our town?   For example, is the town negotiating to get a town pool, with appropriate 

amenities and ancillary surroundings for the pool? Is the town negotiating for improvements to current 

parks and ballfields?  These are important town amenities that should be considered.  I believe this would 

be in the town's interest. 

 

12.  In the area of Mountain Lake specifically the Western side and Northern side of mountain Lake, 

within Tuxedo Farms development, is that area permanently protected as open space?  It is very hilly, 

rocky and steep as well as I presume environmentally sensitive.   I believe that should be an area that 

should be under special focus for natural preservation, scenic viewshed and no development. 

 

13. The Village of Tuxedo Park is private and restricted.  What provisions are being made between the 

Town of Tuxedo, the Village of Tuxedo Park and the developer within the special permit, to ensure the 

security of the Village of Tuxedo Park and its borders and the forested pathways within the village. 

 

14.  Given how much time has passed since initial approvals, does the developer have to redo any 

environmental studies before changes to the special permit such as for endangered or threatened species? 

 

15.  Tuxedo Park relies on Tuxedo Lake as reservoir drinking water.  Does the proposed increase in 

housing units and proposed increase in bedrooms impact Tuxedo Park's drinking water supply in any 

way? 

 

16.  Parts of Tuxedo's hamlet rely on Tuxedo Park for drinking and domestic water supply.  Some of this 

infrastructure is aging and possibly in need of repair.  Is the developer in a position to contribute to 

upgrades and repair to the water supply system to the Hamlet? 

 

17. In the Request to Amend the Special Permit, it appears that: 

        a. far too much control is being taken away from the Town Planning Board.  Is there anything that 

can be done to strike balance and allow the Planning Board to carry/retain most of its original controls. 

        b. There is an effort to relax the architectural standards and that should be closely examined.  Is the 

developer doing any new mockups? 

        c. Hamlet Revitalization is being reduced or cut back, why?   The Town of Tuxedo should hold 

hamlet revitalization as an important negotiation aspect. 

         d. There is an effort to make easier the disturbance / reduction of wetlands for the benefit of 

"product type layouts"  The town should hold firm to using engineering as the test for wetland 

disturbance, not product type layouts.   These wetlands impact downstream drinking water quality and the 

Ramapo River - which is a drinking water supply for parts of NJ. 
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18. Related presented on 9/27 that they want to favor walking or non motorized modes of transportation 

in The Farms project.  How can the Town of Tuxedo extend this philosophy, with the help of Related to 

the Hamlet of Tuxedo.  Are there creative ways to improve the walkability of our existing Hamlet as well 

as cycling and green transportation alternatives.      Is there a way to connect Tuxedo and The Farms 

project to Transit of Rockland (TOR) and/or Orange County local mass transit options? 

 

19. What are the controls in place with regard to making sure that the phases and various divisions / sub-

divisions of the farms flow smoothly into each other from a physical perspective but also from a design 

perspective - as they are developed over time, so that one area of the Farms doesn't stick out as being 

drastically unfitting either in design or architecture or zoning wise from another area of the farms - so as 

to avoid drastic juxtaposition side by side of the various subdivisions? 

 

20. How does the recent Town effort to form a Village continguous/coterminus with Town border impact 

this development?    

 

21.  Local fire department, Police department and Ambulance Corps in Tuxedo, Tuxedo Park, Sterling 

Forest, Eagle Valley should be provided additional boosts in funding for equipment, staffing, technology 

from and through the developers financing channels as well as via grants and NY State to handle new / 

increased essential duty.   Emergency services needs to be carefully be considered and scrutinized. 

 

22. Current local library should be supported with help from developers. 

 

The long view impacts of moving forward with such a project or not moving forward, must be taken into 

account.   What will our town look like 10, 20, 50 and even 100 years down the road?    Will this be a 

project that future residents look back on and remark about the positive, forward looking vision and 

capability of the townspeople the town managers and the developers of our time?     

 

Thank you for hearing my perspectives and answering my questions.   My hope is the Town and the 

developer can work together to make this project a shining example of success on the local and on the 

national stage. 

 

 

 

 

22. Katherine Norris 

 

Where will they get their water?  Our lake is down about one foot now. Where will the children go to 

school?  Will they all be on unemployment etc...?  

 

 

 

 

23. Sharon Radulov 

 

In my view, what makes the Town of Tuxedo a beautiful and a unique place to live is the abundance of its 

natural resources. Keeping this in mind I think it’s important that Tuxedo Farms limit their Smart Code 

Regulating Plan to only Natural, Rural & Suburban Zones. I don’t believe Urban Zones are appropriate 

for this area. People looking for an Urban experience should go elsewhere in my view. The Tuxedo Farms 

presentation seems to focus largely on its intended character and yet they are ignoring the fact that large 

Urban Zones will create more traffic, noise, light pollution and inevitable excess garbage. These problems 
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will also affect the character of a town. Many of our neighbors in Monroe are feeling the impact of High-

Density Urban buildings and the people that I have spoken with do not like it.  

I do not support an increase in the unit count from 1,200 – 2,000. This increase is not in the best interest 

of the town. 800 more units is a tremendous amount of population. I would not like to see four or five 

story buildings in our town. I also do not support increasing the number of bedrooms. I’m not exactly sure 

where the bedrooms fit into their plan. I’m beginning to think the Smart Code is gas lighting Tuxedo 

residents. Smart code for who? I personally think it’s NOT Smart.  

In September Forbes reported “No End In Sight For The COVID – Led Global Supply Chain 

Distribution” This article highlights shortages in almost every industry and it is unclear when this will 

end. I have personally noticed the empty shelves locally in Shoprite, Kohls, TJ Maxx and Home Depot. 

While Related may have adjusted their timeline in some way for this I don’t believe their Phases will 

work out as they have planned. Walking communities they are expecting could end up taking ten years to 

complete with ongoing delayed construction due to material shortages. In the meantime, I don’t think we 

should overcrowd our local community, bars & restaurants. While the local businesses may welcome new 

patrons it will be unrealistic to provide appropriate services. Even Hawaii is limiting the number of 

Tourists over the next three years because they want their residents to be happy. There is no benefit to the 

local residents for the 800 added units.  

While The town of tuxedo is in desperate need of a wastewater treatment plant, I don’t believe we should 

bend over backwards just to get this. Those of us that live in the North end of town will be dreading more 

delays to our increasing commute into the city and New Jersey. Has Related offered any money to 

reengineer and open the Thruway exit 15B to alleviate the traffic that will certainly come from a large 

scale development as this one?  

 

 

 

 

24. Dr. Donald Roman 

 

I recently learned that the Developer of the Tuxedo Farms project has requested further variances to 

increase the density of occupancy, number of units and residents from 1200 to over 2000. I strongly speak 

out in my opposition to granting such variances for this development. Our family moved to the town of 

Tuxedo over six years ago because of the country charm, character and wonderful interaction of the 

members of the neighborhood. Coming from Bergen County in New Jersey we wanted to escape the 

crowding towns filling with urban sprawl, maddening traffic and loss of neighborhood gentrification and 

interaction.  

The community of Tuxedo is a hidden gem, where community, country atmosphere and quite is just the 

start of the wonderful nature of our town. At night you can see the night sky, have wonderful quiet 

evenings and take walks in peace and safety. Our children can play in the street, ride their bikes with little 

fear of injury from heavy traffic as in most communities in the NY-NJ area. The developer stated he 

could not entice builders to invest in the project due to the school issue and reneged on the many promises 

made to the town and our residents. 

 The largest growing population in our country is the over fifty-five, or mature American. These 

developments have been springing up in mass all over our country and sell out in rapid time. So their 

feeble excuse that they could not entice development is a fallacy. Further is that by building more units, 

they can now build and sell homes is utterly ridiculous. If they could not develop what they initially 

planned, how can building more change the issue?  What we need to see is that this developer made 

promises to the town, the planning board and most importantly to the people of our community and 

reneged on their agreement and promises. Siting ridiculous statements that no firm wanted to build due to 

the school situation (remember the fifty five and over issues which could have brought development to 

tuxedo and of a higher value in housing as this is the wealthiest portion of our population).  Why increase 

the density, and change the character of the town? As home values have sky rocked the number of homes 
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the developer has been approved of will bring a much greater selling price and greater profit without 

further investment. Resulting a community of better homes adding value to tuxedo in line with the present 

neighborhoods. 

 What we need to consider is did this developer have an agenda which was hidden from us and miss-

represented their intentions to the people of our community and town officials? What this developer is 

requesting is to change the entire character of our community, cause damage, detriment and injury to its 

neighboring residents of Tuxedo. This proposed high density community will forever change the 

character of Tuxedo; the loss of its country charm, peaceful living and greatly tax our community services 

and roadways forever. Additionally, this high density community is not in line with the existing theme of 

our town and destroys our neighborhoods, home values and quality of life. 

My understanding is that the laws and regulations in the State of New York allow planning boards, 

municipalities and Zoning boards to revoke previously granted variances due to the following conditions 

(one or more): 

    (1)   Materially false or inaccurate statements in the approval or variance application or supporting 

documents. 

    (2)   Failure by the person named in the approval or variance to comply with any terms or conditions of 

the approval or variance;. 

    (3)   The scope of the project, as described in the application, is exceeded. 

(4)   Newly discovered material information or a material change in environmental conditions,       

relevant technology or applicable law or rules and regulations since the issuance of the existing approval 

or variance. 

      (5)   Noncompliance with previously issued approval or variance conditions, orders of the 

municipality, or with any provisions of the rules and regulations of the Department related to the activity. 

In looking at the present situation, one or more of these conditions exist which would allow our town to 

revoke any previously granted variances to this developer.  

Again in summation, I strongly oppose granting any further variances to this developer as it would 

irreparably damage our community, the character of the town, our way of life and damage our existing 

neighborhoods for our present residents. I am not in opposition to development, but development which is 

in agreement with our existing neighborhoods, and not to damage and cause harm to our present residents. 

 

 

 

 

25. Sue Scher 

 

Thank you for this opportunity to ask questions and make comments regarding Related Company’s new 

offering. I cannot call it a proposal because what they have given us (at least to the residents) has almost 

no information in it. Although I seem to have many questions it is because we are given almost no 

information about their plans. I assume that I will have more questions as more information is given to us. 

I do plan to attend the Oct 13 meeting virtually and to ask many of my questions publicly. 

 

1. On page 18 of the presentation, found at the town website, they indicate that they expect to have 

an approval for the amendment to the Special Permit by NOVEMBER 2021. That looks like they 

assume there will be no need to make changes based on public comments or need for any further 

tests and impact statement.  That is two weeks ago.  How can we trust their willingness to 

dialogue with such a time frame?  They then plan to begin development in 2022  ??? 

 

2. Does the change to the Special Permit legally call up added environmental impact statements? 
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3. Just what does the change in density from the most recent plan mean? Is the housing stock 

different, are they closer together, are there more bedrooms for many of the same style housing? 

Is there more of one type of housing and less of another. More specifics please. 

 

4. What does the new focus on the Missing Middle mean?  Does that change the size, style and 

density of the unit from the previous plan?  If yes, how so? More of what and less of what? 

 

5. Use of the term “transect zone” is not clear. It is not clear what means.  There seem to be several 

kinds of “zones” the differences between them not clear. T1 through T6, subsections of T’ (t4-2), 

Phases, R zones, dotted circles, names of communities. 

 

6. Page 10 of the presentation discussing Transect Zones presents alternatives to pairing the Smart 

Code with the goals of increased density. Does that mean you have not made the decision? When 

do you expect to make the decision? Based on what input (technological studies, citizen 

comments, etc.). 

 

7. How is the term Regulating Plan (p 10 and 11) different from a Smart Code? 

 

8. Who would be the builders of this development?  One or several? 

 

9. In the presentation mention was made of increased units “not counting active adult bedrooms”.  

That is the only place in the presentation that active adult anything is mentioned. What are active 

adult bedrooms?  Are these specific units within general housing, separate housing units etc. How 

many active adult units will there be? Why is there no discussion of active adult housing? When 

those are added to the increase 2,000 units how many new units will there really be? 

 

10. Walkability – What exactly does this mean?  Walkability to what?  To all other housing? To 

stores?  What is the meaning of walkability? If to stores, how many more housing units will be in 

closer distance than under the previous plan? How does “walkability” impact alternately abled 

people? 

 

11. Use of the term Town Center makes it sound like this will become a separately incorporated town 

which we know is not possible. Or is sounds like the developers plan to supplant the current 

center of the Town of Tuxedo. That is a political decision that needs to be made by the public. A 

more appropriate term for the area that will be for commerce and community events, such a 

community center. Words have meaning. 

 

12. What are they numbers and types of stores in this commercial district? Have the types and 

numbers changed in the current plan?  How large will these commercial establishments be? 

 

13. There is no mention as to the sustainability and use of more modern technology of these housing 

units. Do they plan to incorporate solar or geothermal or such technology? 

 

14. We do not see architectural renderings or pictures of the planned housing.  Has this changed since 

the most recent plans? If so, when will we see them? 

 

15. In more recent plans there was discussion of the outside siding of the buildings. What is the 

current status of that? Are they still considering vinal siding? 
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16. Based on the increased density what is the expect number of school children? Per phase? 

 

17. Based on your changes how many people would be living in this community?  Per phase? 

 

18. Traffic – I do not see mention of a new traffic study. Given the planned increase of people and the 

recent building and road changes in Tuxedo and its surrounding communities it would seem 

necessary for a new study. 

 

19. Hydrology- have new studies been done considering the increase in density? 

 

20. Why are you asking to start Phase two before Phase one is complete? Waiting for the completion 

of a phase is one of the few protections that the residents have of stopping shoddy and 

impropriate work. 

 

21. There is no description of a potential hospitality center? What is this? How large the buildings? 

 

22. Building around Mountain Lakes – this has been an area of concern and contention throughout 

the process. It looks like housing is now planned for this area?  What type? How close to the 

lake? How will the water in the lake be protected? What will be access to the lake? What 

recreation will be on the lake? Will it only be for people who live in that section? 

23. Please show us Te study that provided the justification for more units with four bedrooms. How 

many four bedroom units will there be? if you increase the number of units in multi housing, in a 

denser community, where will people park? Where is the parking study? 

 

 

 

 

26. Sally Sonne, resident for 45 years 

 

I hope that you are as excited as I am about Related’s plans to go ahead with Tuxedo Farms. This time, 

PLEASE, do not blow it, as previous board have done. Don’t pick, pick, pick….demand, demand, 

demand…..delay, delay, delay. It looks as if this revised plan will be a little closer to the original plan of 

the renowned architect Robert A.M. Stern in 1989. Hard to believe; more than 30 years ago! Of course, if 

the developer is to go ahead, a greater density will be necessary to cover costs.  

It is my understanding that if a municipality is anxious to accept a development, it will give something to 

make it happen. Instead of demanding that Related give even more to Tuxedo, I think that Tuxedo should 

work with Related to facilitate the process. We should be on the same team. We need this, desperately, 

and we need it soon. There are some scary alternatives on the horizon, and let’s count ourselves lucky that 

this new project has come forward.  

 

 

 

 

27. Caitlin Zaloom 

 

I am writing to register my strong opposition to the Request for Amendment  to the Tuxedo Farms 

Special Permit. I have lived in Tuxedo Park for 10-years and have watched the evolution of the Tuxedo 

Farms project since I purchased my home. This latest amendment, which proposes to nearly double the 

number of units, is completely unnecessary and utterly undesirable.  
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In terms of policy, there is no regulatory reason to approve the amendment. In terms of quality of life, 

there would be only negative consequences. In particular, there would be significantly increased traffic 

without the ability to expand Route 17 beyond its current, already altered state. 

  

The developers have not made a convincing argument about why they are requesting the ability to almost 

double the number of units in the development. Reducing “financial hardships in order to make advancing 

the project financially feasible”  is in no way incumbent on the Tuxedo community. There is no good 

reason to change the existing parameters of the permit, one made with very significant concessions from 

the community. 

  

The developer should not be attempting to extract greater concessions from a community with a strained 

infrastructure that has already offered generous terms. 

  

I strongly urge the Tuxedo Town Board to REJECT this amendment. 

  

 

 

 

28. Rowena & Josh Scherer 

Serena & Rich Mueller 

Lisa & Dan Laukitis 

Amy Gold & Brett Gorvy 

Anne & Sean Madden 

Nacole Snoep & Nick Shumaker 

Chrissy & Enrique Corredor 

Danielle Bozarth & Michael Haberkorn 

Denise & Phil Tavani 

Joanna Karbowska & Enrique Ibanez 

Barry & Nan Hawk 

Lucy & Tom Bermingham 

Barry, Pamela & Marion Breeman 

Tinka & Scott Shaw 

Walter Deane 

Missy & Jay Meyer 

Sally Sonne 

Christopher & Merrill Mahan 

Gardiner & Chiu Yin Hempel 

Carlyn & Joe Capella 

Pamela & Ricus van der Lee 

Jane & Neil Garofano 

Adam Gordon 

Agnes & Jedediah Turner 

Christine & Bo Bazylevsky 

Sara & Guy Devereux 

Gina & Michael Martin 

Philip & Jayne Mengel 

Jane & Charles de Casteja 

Chris & Aileen Bruner 

Diana Wierbicki & Robert Lopez 

Carl & Babba Rivera 
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Jill & Jason Swirbul 

Claudia Hanlin & Alvin Rodolfo 

Todd Yannuzzi 

Rafael and Cecilia Capella 

Ellen Gluck 

JoAnn Hanson 

Miguel & Grace Hennessy 

Michael Bruno & Alexander Jakowec 

Chris Kasker 

Sheila & Dan Rifkin 

Lili & Charlie Neuhauser 

Melissa Calderwood & Eric Hoffmann 

Mike Schmidtberger & Margie Sung 

Judy & Dirk Salz 

Wilkie & Devangini Paes 

James Cacioppo 

Paola Tocci 

Elizabeth Rennie 

Heather Lambert & Jeremy Kidde 

Jacob & Yasmin Matthews 

Elizabeth & Ron Reede 

 

The above signed undersigned are concerned members of the community who support the development of 

Tuxedo Farms. Although some of our neighbors oppose any development of Tuxedo Farms 

whatsoever, we believe it is naïve and highly unrealistic to expect that this attractive land will 

remain undeveloped. The real choice facing our community is not the Related development 

versus no development but rather the Related development versus some undefined, future 

development by a purchaser of Tuxedo Farms from Related. 

 

Related is an established, reputable, and well-funded developer that has proposed a 

responsible development plan. We believe Related’s latest proposal can and should be 

improved, and the impact of any changes on the community, including traffic, should be 

carefully considered. However, we are convinced that there is substantially greater long-term 

risk to our community by thwarting Related’s plans and thereby forcing a sale of their tract. 

Having thus stymied a world-class developer, we should not expect the next owner of this 

property to bring the same stature and responsibility as Related. 

 

With the appropriate guardrails and conditions to the approvals, this project will take 

significant risks off the table and allow for several potentially positive developments, including 

a revitalized town center, an expanded tax base, the opening of the near-finished sewer plant 

and more children for the school district. 

 

As Tuxedo Town Supervisor Ken English said in his open letter to the community, this is a long 

story that needs a conclusion. We strongly support the efforts of Supervisor English and his 

fellow councilmembers to constructively negotiate with Related with a view toward 

commencing development of Tuxedo Farms. We also have confidence that the current Town 

Board has been diligently reviewing Related’s most recent proposal and will negotiate to deliver 

a project that the Village and Town can be proud of. 

 

 

 


